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Abstract: Objective: To investigate the identification on the characters and analysis on the tissues of the carotid 
plaques in patients with carotid atherosclerosis (CAS) by gemstone spectral imaging (GSI). Methods: 42 patients 
were diagnosed as CAS by color doppler ultrasound. 20 of them were with carotid endarterectomy (CEA), as the 
control group (group B). The plaques of the 20 patients were resected and identified by pathological analysis. The 
22 without CEA were in the group A. All the patients were received computed tomography angiography (CTA). The 
quality control (QC) images (140 Kvp) and the 80 kev single energy images were collected and transferred to the 
GE workstation AW4.4. The contrast to noise ratio (CNR) of the two were calculated and compared. The spectral HU 
curves were reconstructed and the effects on different kinds of plaque were evaluated according to the sensitivity 
and specificity of the curve slop, the iodine concentration (100 μg/mL) and the Effective-Z. Results: The average 
CNRs with 80 kev of the two groups were higher than with the QC images, significantly (P<0.01). The sensitivity and 
specificity of spectral HU curve slop on fibrous plaques were higher, comparing with other plaques, while the sensi-
tivity was lowest and the specificity was the highest on lipid plaques. The sensitivity and specificity of both the iodine 
concentration and Effective-Z on the three kinds of plaque were lower than the slope of the curve. Conclusions: GSI 
was the reliable method to analyze and type on plaques. Using the CNR with 80 kev to determine the characters of 
the plaques was more suitable than with QC images. Spectral HU curve slope was the effective and credible index 
to evaluate different kinds of plaque.
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Introduction

Cerebrovascular disease, as the systemic dis-
ease [1], was one of the three major causes of 
human death, 70% were the ischemic cerebro-
vascular disease. Atherosclerosis (AS) was the 
important factor causing cerebrovascular dis-
ease, which induced cerebral infarction, coro-
nary disease and so on, while carotid athero-
sclerosis (CAS) was the major factor leading to 
cerebral ischemia. The major potential patho-
genesis was due to the vulnerable plaque (VP) 
[2, 3], as the unstable plaques and with the 
tendency to thrombosis, including lipid plaques, 
fibrous plaques and mixed plaques [4, 5]. The 
destruction of VP by physical methods would 
induce acute myocardial infarction of the pa- 
tients with AS [6]. Therefore, the investigations 
on the symptoms or characteristics of VP were 

helpful to the diagnosis, prevention and treat-
ment of AS [7, 8].

Clinically, most of the patients with AS were 
checked and analyzed by the methods of an- 
giography and relative technologies, such as 
intravascular ultrasound (IVUS), angioscope, 
multi-detector computed tomography angiogra-
phy (MDCT), intravascular magnetic resonance 
imaging (IMRA), magnetic resonance imaging 
(MRI), intravascular optical coherence tomogra-
phy (IVOCT), positro emission tomography (PET) 
and so on [8-10].

Comparing to the traditional CT with lower sen-
sitivity and specificity, gemstone spectral imag-
ing (GSI) was the newly functional imaging tech-
nology, which could achieve the switching of 
two different kinds of energy in one period of 
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spinning, then the different data 
were collected at the same time 
and the same angle, almost [11-
13]. According to the different 
absorption coefficient of differ-
ent substances under different- 
ly single energy, the attenuation 
images could be obtained and 
the substances could be sepa-
rated then generated the new 
substances with images includ-
ing water, calcium and iodine 
[14].

In our study, we used GSI to ana-
lyze and identify the lipid pl- 
aques, fibrous plaques and mi- 
xed plaques in CAS, and then 
selected the suitable index to 
evaluate different kinds of pla- 
que.

Materials and methods

Equipment

GE Discovery CT750 HD and GE 
LOGIQ E9 were obtained from 
Ling Zeng Trading Co., Ltd. Sh- 
anghai, China. Leica RM2245 
slicer, Leica ASP6025 automa-
tion tissue dehydrating machine 
and Leica EG1150H embedded 
system were obtained from Leica 
Biosystems, Beijing, China. Leica 
DM4P microscopy was obtain- 
ed from Leica Microsystems, 
Beijing, China. -80°C refrigerator 
was obtained from Beijing Ao- 
chuangXingye Technology Deve- 
lopment Co., Ltd. China. High-
speed centrifugation was ob- 
tained from Thermo Fisher Sci- 
entific Inc. Shanghai, China. TGL 
16 K low-speed centrifugation 
was obtained from ZhuHai HE- 
MA Medical Instrument Co., Ltd. 
Zhuhai, China. AB-160 electronic 
analytical balance was obtained 
from Denver, Shanghai Wanning 
Precision Scientific Instruments 
Co. Ltd. (China). PH Meter was 
obtained from Shanghai REX 

Table 1. The number and distribution of the plaques in group A 
and group B

Group A Group B
Left common carotid artery 9 0
Left internal carotid artery 6 0
The furcation of left common carotid artery 11 9
Right common carotid artery 10 0
Right internal carotid artery 4 0
The furcation of right common carotid artery 13 11

Figure 1. Lipid plaque (100×): foam cells around the sphacelus and myo-
fibroblast proliferation.

Figure 2. Fibrous plaque (100×): cholesterol crystal and calcification in 
the sphacelus.
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Instrument Factory, Shanghai, China. High pr- 
essure sterilizer was obtained from Hirayama, 
HUAYUE Inc. Guangzhou, China. Milli-Q ultra-
pure water system was obtained from Merck 
Millipore Corporation. Shanghai, China.

Agents

Iohexol (350 mgI/ml) was obtained from BEILU 
Pharmaceutical Co., Ltd. Beijing, China. 10% 
formalin and EDTA decalcifying solution were 
obtained from Qingdao Jie Shi Kang Biote- 
chnology Co., Ltd. Qingdao, China. Paraffin, xy- 
lene, ethanol, hematoxylin, hydrochloride (HCl) 
and eosin were obtained from Bogoo Biote- 
chnology Co., Ltd. Shanghai, China.

Patients and groups

42 patients, 26 male and 16 female, age 41 to 
75, median age 63±3.5, were diagnosed as 
CAS in the Affiliated Hospital of Qingdao Uni- 
versity (Qingdao, China) from January 2012 to 
December 2014. The included criteria were fol-
lowed: 1. without the history of carotid artery 
stenting or CEA; 2. with obviously unilateral or 
bilateral carotid stenosis (luminal stenosis > 
50%) by color doppler ultrasound; 3. with the 
capacity to receive carotid CT angiography by 
GSI; 4. at least one noncalcified plaque with the 
thickness more than 3 mm and 3 continuously 
visible aspects by the checking with GSI.

symptoms of cerebral ischemia but not obvious 
remission after drug therapy. The CEA was 
taken by the neurovascular surgeon with more 
than 20 years experiences and the plaques 
were completely resected as the whole. The 
plaques were identified by pathological analy-
sis, finally completed and obtained consistency 
by two pathologic doctors, blindly. The plaques 
were fixed with 10% formalin without collapse 
and destruction, then decalcified and cut into 
cubes of 3 mm3. After fixed with paraffin, the 
cubes were made into slices of 5 μm and 
stained with hematoxylin-eosin (HE staining). 
The slices were observed under microscopy.

According to the classification standard of 
American Heart Association (AHA), the plaques 
were characterized as the lipid plaque, fibrous 
plaque and mixed plaque.

CT imaging examination

42 patients were scanned by color doppl- 
er ultrasound with GE LOGIQ E9 to determine 
whether there were obviously unilateral or bilat-
eral carotid stenosis (luminal stenosis >50%) or 
atherosclerotic plaques forming. The examina-
tion before CEA was carried with GE Discovery 
HD 750 from the arch of aorta to the Willis cir-
cle of the cerebral artery. The contrast agent, 
iohexol (350 mgI/ml), was intravenously inject-
ed with the speed of 4.0 ml/s and the volume of 
60 ml. 40 ml of saline was injected followed by 

Figure 3. Mixed plaque (100×): Atherosclerotic sphacelus was showed 
below.

The excluded criteria were fol-
lowed: 1. with the contraindica-
tions of CT scan including met- 
al implantation, claustrophobia 
and so on; 2. with stroke at acu- 
te period and unstable situation, 
unconsciousness, intolerance or 
rejecting examination; 3. without 
informed consent; 4. rejecting 
surgical treatment.

The 42 patients were divided 
into group A (22 cases) and gr- 
oup B (20 cases), randomly.

CEA and pathological analysis

In the 42 patients, 20 of them 
(group B) were received CEA in 
the following week after CT scan. 
The patients were with percent 
stenosis above 70% and obvious 
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iohexol. The region of interest (ROI) was lo- 
cated on the center of the aortic arch. The  
concentration of iohexol was traced with  
Smart Prep software with 100 Hu threshold 
value. The scan was carried automatically  
5 seconds after reaching 100 Hu with the 
model of GIS (tube voltage with transient 
switching between 80 keV and 140 keV, tube 
current of 600 mA, rotation time of 0.5 s, cover-
age area of the detector of 40 mm, matrix  
of 512×512, slice thickness of 0.625 mm, 
interlayer distance of 0.625 mm, pitch of 
0.984:1. The QC (140 Kvp mixed energy) and 
80 kev single energy images were obtained 
with thickness of 0.625 mm and interlayer dis-
tance of 1.25 mm.

Images and data collecting

The 80 kev images were sent to the GE energy 
spectrum CT workstation AW4.4. By the GSI-
view technology and the optimal-CNR model, 
took the maximum cross section of the plaques 

CNR=(|ROI1-ROI0|)/(SD1
2+SD0

2) ^1/2 and the 
differences were compared.

GSI analysis

The spectrum curve slop, the iodine concentra-
tion (100 μg/mL) and the Effective-Z under the 
QC images and 80 kev in the two groups were 
obtained. The density values of the plaques 
were calculated with the thickness over than 3 
mm and the ROI of 2 mm2. The average value of 
the measurements was calculated, totally 3 
times. In order to reduce the influence including 
the iohexol, the fat and the calcification arti-
facts on the measurements, the slice concor-
dance was on the minimal lumen stenosis 
avoiding the adjacent lumen, adipose tissues 
and calcification.

By Spectral-Curve analysis, the ROI of 1 mm2 
was taken on the minimal lumen stenosis of the 
carotid artery on the horizontal axial image, 
while the ROI of 1 mm2 was placed on the adi-

Figure 4. CNR with 80 kev: ROI was placed on the plaque and the Optimal CNR image was obtained on the right.

Table 2. The data of the images in group A and group B with 
optimal-CNR model

Group A 
(n=53)

Group B 
(n=20)

P 
value

The best kev value (kev) 64~76 60~77 >0.05
Average of the best kev value (kev) 72.23±2.56 74.19±3.41 >0.05
CNR of the 80 kev value 36.75±5.56 35.77±4.46 >0.05
CNR of the QC image 28.67±2.23* 29.95±4.45** >0.05
P value <0.05 <0.05
Note: *comparing to the CNR of the 80 kev value in group A; **comparing to the 
CNR of the 80 kev value in group B.

with the ROI being placed in the 
plaques and the adjacent artery 
lumen, then the CT values (CT1, 
CT0) and SD values (SD1, SD0) 
were measured. The ROI of the 
plaque was taken as 2 mm2, 
while the artery ROI was taken as 
3 mm2. The best kev values (80 
kev) of the contrast to noise 
ration (CNR) in different plaques 
were obtained. The CNR values 
with the QC images and the 80 
kev were calculated according to 
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pose and muscle tissues under the same level. 
The spectrum curves of the plaques, adipose 
and muscle tissues were obtained. Took the 
spectrum curves of the adipose and muscle tis-
sues as the reference standards. The spectrum 
curve of the plaque closed to the adipose tis-
sue indicated the lipid plaque (convex type), 
while the one closed to the muscle tissues was 
the fibrous plaque. The curve between the two 
indicated the mixed plaque. Calculated the 
curve slope according to K=(CTa-CTb)/(Keva-
Kevb). In our study, we took the CT values of 40 
kev and 110 kev, then the curve slope was cal-
culated according to K=(CTa-CTb)/80.

Basing on the images of the substance concen-
tration, measured the iodine concentration 
(100 μg/ml) of the plaque ROI and the aspect 
of the plaque in the artery lumen, separately. 
Calculated the normalized iodine concentration 
(NIC) of the plaque ROI, the ratio of the iodine 
concentration between the plaque ROI and the 
artery lumen, and obtained the average value, 
totally 3 times.

Basing on the images of the Effective-Z, mea-
sured the effective atomic number of plaque 
ROI and obtained the average value, totally 3 
times.

Figure 5. The spectrum curve of lipid plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose tissues, and the 
spectrum curves were obtained on the right, 18 as adipose tissue, 17 as the fibrous tissue and 16 as the plaque. 
The plaque was identified as lipid plaque with the spectrum curve similar to the adipose tissue.

Figure 6. The iodine concentration image of lipid plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose tissues, 
and the iodine concentration images were obtained on the right, 23 as adipose tissue, 22 as the fibrous tissue and 
24 as the plaque.
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The plaques density under the QC images and 
80 kev in the two groups were measured and 
the differences were compared.

Statistical analysis

All the data were analyzed with SPSS 19.0 soft-
ware and presented as mean ± standard devia-
tions (X±SDs). Independent t-test was used to 
analyze the CNR values of plaque ROI under QC 
images and 80 kev in the two groups. A value of 
P<0.05 considered significant difference. The 
ROC curves of the slope, iodine concentration 
and Effective-Z to the three kinds of plaque 

including lipid plaque, fibrous plaque and mixed 
plaque were obtained. The maximal combined 
value of the sensitivity and the specificity was 
taken as the best diagnostic threshold value. 
Evaluated the diagnostic effects of the curve 
slope, iodine concentration and Effective-Z on 
different kinds of plaque.

Results

Plaques and distribution

There were 86 plaques checked by CTA in the 
42 patients, while 65 out of the 86 were includ-

Figure 7. The Effective-Z image of lipid plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose tissues, and the 
Effective-Z image were obtained on the right, 23 as adipose tissue, 22 as the fibrous tissue and 24 as the plaque.

Figure 8. The spectrum curve of fibrous plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose tissues, and the 
spectrum curves were obtained on the right, 12 as adipose tissue, 11 as the fibrous tissue and 10 as the plaque. 
The plaque was identified as fibrous plaque with the spectrum curve similar to the fibrous tissue.
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ed, 53 in group A, 20 in group B. The number 
and distributions of the plaques were showed 
in Table 1.

Histopathological analysis

According to the classification standard of 
American Heart Association (AHA), there were 7 
lipid plaques as type IV (thin fibrous cap and 
necrotic lipoid nucleus), 9 fibrous plaques as 

type V and type VIII (not obvious lipoid nucleus) 
and 4 mixed plaques as type VI (fibrous tissue 
and lipoid nucleus). The histopathological char-
acteristics of the plaques were showed in 
Figures 1-3.

Images of the best kev value and the relative 
data

The CNR (80 kev) image with the ROI being on 
the plaque was showed in Figure 4.

Figure 9. The iodine concentration image of fibrous plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose 
tissues, and the iodine concentration images were obtained on the right, 18 as adipose tissue, 16 as the fibrous 
tissue and 17 as the plaque.

Figure 10. The Effective-Z image of fibrous plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose tissues, 
and the Effective-Z image were obtained on the right, 18 as adipose tissue, 16 as the fibrous tissue and 17 as the 
plaque.
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With the optimal-CNR model, the data of the 
images in the two groups were showed in Table 
2.

With the optimal-CNR model and the data in 
Table 2, there were no significant differences of 
the best kev values, CNR of the 80 kev and 
CNR of the QC images between the two groups. 
However, there were significant differences 
between the average CNR with 80 kev and the 

average CNR with QC images in the two groups, 
separately (P<0.05).

Images of the spectrum curve, iodine concen-
tration and Effective-Z

In group A, there were 53 plaques including 11 
lipid plaques (A1), 20 fibrous plaques (A2) and 
22 mixed plaques (A3). In group B, there were 
20 plaques including 7 lipid plaques (B1), 9 
fibrous plaques (B2) and 4 mixed plaques (B3).

Figure 11. The spectrum curve of mixed plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose tissues, and the 
spectrum curves were obtained on the right, 3 as adipose tissue, 2 as the fibrous tissue and 1 as the plaque. The 
plaque was identified as mixed plaque with the spectrum curve between the fibrous and adipose tissues.

Figure 12. The iodine concentration image of mixed plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose tis-
sues, and the iodine concentration images were obtained on the right, 9 as adipose tissue, 7 as the fibrous tissue 
and 8 as the plaque.
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The spectrum curve, iodine concentration and 
Effective-Z of lipid plaque: With lipid plaque, the 
image of the spectrum curve was showed in 
Figure 5, the iodine concentration showed in 
Figure 6 and the Effective-Z showed in Figure 7.

The spectrum curve, iodine concentration and 
Effective-Z of fibrous plaque: With fibrous pl- 
aque, the image of the spectrum curve was 
showed in Figure 8, the iodine concentration 
showed in Figure 9 and the Effective-Z showed 
in Figure 10.

ity (80.9) was lower on the fibrous plaque com-
paring with mixed plaque, while the highe- 
st specificity (94.0) and the lowest sensitivity 
(54.4) on the lipid plaque. The specificity and 
sensitivity of iodine concentration and Effe- 
ctive-Z on the 3 kinds of plaque were lower, 
comparing to the curve slope.

Discussions

AS, as the complicatedly synthetic process, mo- 
stly happened in carotid artery, aorta, coronary 

Figure 13. The Effective-Z image of mixed plaque: ROI was placed on the plaque, fibrous and adipose tissues, and 
the Effective-Z image were obtained on the right, 9 as adipose tissue, 7 as the fibrous tissue and 8 as the plaque.

Figure 14. ROC curve of the curve slope, iodine concentration and Effec-
tive-Z on the lipid plaque.

The spectrum curve, iodine con-
centration and Effective-Z of mi- 
xed plaque: With mixed plaque, 
the image of the spectrum curve 
was showed in Figure 11, the 
iodine concentration showed in 
Figure 12 and the Effective-Z 
showed in Figure 13.

ROC curves

ROC curves: The ROC curves 
including the curve slope, iodi- 
ne concentration and Effective- 
Z on the lipid plaque was show- 
ed in Figure 14 and Table 3, the 
fibrous plaque in Figure 15 and 
Table 4, and the mixed plaque in 
Figure 16 and Table 5.

Diagnosis on plaques: According 
to parameters showed in Table 
6, the sensitivity (75.6) of curve 
slope was higher but the specific-
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artery and peripheral arterial. CAS was com-
mon in elder people, the major cause in- 
ducing cerebral ischemia. The potential patho-
genesis was due to breaking and dropping of 
the CAS plaques, the VP, inducing the embolism 

group B were higher than of QC image, sepa-
rately, which indicated that with the best kev, 
the evaluation on the characteristics of CAS 
plaques was more sensitive than with the QC 
image.

Table 3. Area under the curve of the ROC curve including the 
curve slope, iodine concentration and Effective-Z on the lipid 
plaque

Area Under the Curve

Test Result 
Variable (s) Area Std. 

Errora
Asymptotic 

Sig.b

Asymptotic 95%  
Confidence Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound
Effective1 .600 .217 .594 .175 1.000
Iodine1 .822 .136 .086 .556 1.000
Slope1 .856 .092 .058 .675 1.000
aUnder the nonparametric assumption; bNull hypothesis: true area=0.5.

Figure 15. ROC curve of the curve slope, iodine concentration and Effec-
tive-Z on the fibrous plaque.

Table 4. Area under the curve of the ROC curve including the 
curve slope, iodine concentration and Effective-Z on the fibrous 
plaque

Area Under the Curve

Test Result 
Variable (s) Area Std. 

Errora
Asymptotic 

Sig.b

Asymptotic 95%  
Confidence Interval

Lower Bound Upper Bound
Effective2 .851 .071 .009 .711 .992
Iodine2 .877 .071 .005 .737 1.000
Slope2 .880 .089 .005 .706 1.000
aUnder the nonparametric assumption; bNull hypothesis: true area=0.5.

of cerebral circulation pathway 
[15, 16]. 87% of the cerebral 
infarction was ischemic cerebr- 
al infarction, while 20% of them 
were induced by CAS [17]. Pre- 
vious studies [18-20] showed 
that the characteristics of the 
plaques decided their stability, 
which influenced the prognosis 
of the patients with cerebral 
infarction. Most of the plaques 
were not calcified, containing fi- 
ber and lipid. So, there were lipid 
plaque, fibrous plaque and mixed 
plaque. The unstable plaques, 
the VP, were with the morpholo-
gies of niche or surface irregular-
ity, which were similar to wavy or 
crateriform [21].

From 1970s, more and more 
people received CEA to treat CAS 
[22], which was helpful to im- 
prove cerebral ischemia and re- 
duce cerebral apoplexy. In our 
study, there were 42 patients 
with CAS diagnosed by CT scan, 
totally. 20 patients of them were 
successfully received CEA and 
the plaques were analyzed by 
pathological methods. Compar- 
ing to the 22 patients without 
CEA, we evaluated the analytical 
effects on the characteristics of 
different kinds of plaque by GSI 
technology.

GSI, as the newly energy spec-
trum imaging technology, im- 
proved the non-invasive com-
plexity analysis on the CAS pl- 
aques clinically. By GSI, we com-
prehensively analyzed and eva- 
luated the characteristics of the 
CAS plaques in the 42 pa- 
tients. The CNR under QC image 
and 80 kev were obtained, sepa-
rately. The results of the compar-
ison showed that the average 
CNR of 80 kev in group A and 
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On the other hand, the images of spectrum 
curve slope, iodine concentration and Ef- 
fective-Z were obtained. According to the ROC 
curves of the three mentioned above, we com-
pared the sensitivity and specificity on lipid 
plaque, fibrous plaque and mixed plaque. We 
found that the curve slope was with higher sen-
sitivity (75.6) but lower specificity (80.9) on 
fibrous plaque comparing to the mixed plaque, 
while with the highest specificity (94.0) and the 
lowest sensitivity (54.4) on the lipid plaque. But 
the specificity and sensitivity of iodine concen-
tration and EffectiveZ on the 3 kinds of plaque 
were lower, comparing to the curve slope. 
Therefore, we considered the curve slope was 
more suitable to identify the different kinds of 
CAS plaques.

To draw a conclusion, in the detection of CAS 
plaques by GSI, the CT value with the best kev 

density, which led to the differences of place-
ments and sizes of ROI and the higher or lower 
CT value, iodine concentration and Effective-Z. 
The fibrous plaque was influenced less for the 
more homogeneous fibrous tissue.

The GSI is still in the research phases, and the 
quality of CT images is influenced by many fac-
tors, such as constructed defect [23]. The GSI 
has more advantages on the diagnosis of CAS 
and the evaluation on the characteristics of dif-
ferent kinds of plaque.
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